An abstract machine is a theoretical model designed to perform a rigorous study of computation. Such a model usually consists of configurations, instructions, programs, inputs and outputs for the machine. In this paper we formalize these notions as a very simple algebraic system, called a configuration machine. If an abstract machine is defined as a configuration machine consisting of primitive recursive functions then the functions computed by the machine are always recursive. The theory of configuration machines provides a useful tool to study universal machines.
Introduction
An abstract machine is a theoretical model designed to perform a rigorous study of computation. Such a model usually consists of detailed descriptions of how to define configurations, instructions, programs, inputs and outputs for the machine, and how to perform computations step by step. In this paper we formalize these notions as a very simple algebraic system, called a configuration machine. If an abstract machine is defined as a configuration machine which consists of only primitive recursive functions then the functions computed by the machine are always recursive. This fundamental fact is usually justified by Church thesis but is rather tedious to prove in the traditional approach. The theory of configuration machines provides a useful tool to study universal machines.
Configuration Machines
Let N be the set of natural numbers. A function from N k to N for any k 0 is simply called a function. The class of primitive recursive functions is the smallest class of total functions including the initial functions and closed under composition and primitive recursion. The smallest class of partial functions that includes the initial functions and is closed under composition, primitive recursion, and the µ operator is called the class of recursive functions. The reader is refer to [6] [7] [8] for the general theory of recursive functions.
We say a function f : N k N n is primitive recursive if each component
A configuration computer (or C-computer) C ÔC, S, P, M, 0, τ, ¥, Õ is an algebraic system consisting of four nonempty sets C, S, P, M, an element 0 È P, and three functions τ : C S, ¥ : P ¢ C C, : M ¢ S P such that C1. 0 ¥ c c for any c È C. C2. For any e È M there is only finitely many s È S with e s 0.
A C-machine is a C-computer C together with two functions I : N C and O : C N, called the input and output for C.
A program for a C-computer C is a function m : S P such that there is only finitely many s È S with mÔsÕ 0. Each e È M determines a program νÔeÕ such that νÔeÕÔsÕ e s. Denote by P rogÔCÕ the set of programs for C. We have a function ν : M P rogÔCÕ. We say C is complete if ν is bijective. We say C is canonical if M P rogÔCÕ and m s mÔsÕ for any m È P rogÔCÕ and s È S.
Elements in C, S, P are called configurations, situations and instructions respectively.
A configuration c È C is called terminal for an element e È M (resp. a program m) if e τ ÔcÕ 0 (resp. mÔτ ÔcÕÕ 0).
Suppose C is a C-computer. We define a sequence of functions:
ρÔe, cÕ Ôe τ ÔcÕÕ ¥ c, δ : M¢C¢N C inductively as δÔe, c, 0Õ c and δÔe, c, n 1Õ ρÔe, δÔe, c, nÕÕ for any n 0.
Let hÔe, cÕ µiÔe τÔδÔe, c, iÕÕ 0Õ, i.e. hÔe, cÕ is the least number i such that δÔe, c, iÕ is terminal for e if such an i exists, otherwise hÔe, cÕ is undefined.
Let ϕÔe, cÕ δÔe, c, hÔe, cÕÕ.
Suppose C is a C-machine.
For any e È M and k 0 let φ 
We point out that the definition of φ k e is completely determined by the program νÔeÕ, because ρÔe, cÕ νÔeÕÔτ ÔcÕÕ ¥ c, and c is terminal for e iff νÔeÕÔτ ÔcÕÕ 0.
Thus if e and e ½ determine the same program, then φ 
An arithmetic C-machine is a C-machine C such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) C N r for some r 0.
(2) N S P M. 
Any C-computable function is recursive.
A partial k 1-ary recursive function F Ôy,
A universal machine is a C-machine C such that M N and for any k 0 the partial function
If C is arithmetic then ψ k is recursive by Theorem 1. Thus C is universal if any recursive function is C-computable. Hence we have the following
Theorem 2 An arithmetic C-machine C is universal if any recursive function is C-computable.
We shall see in Section 4 and 5 that the C-machines determined by Turing machine and unlimited register machine are universal.
In practice a concrete C-machine is often given as a configuration algebra (plus input and out functions) which is defined as follows: Definition 3 A configuration algebra A ÔC, S, P, τ, ¥Õ is an algebraic system consisting of three nonempty sets C, S, P and two functions τ : C S
and ¥ : P ¢ C C. A configuration algebra is arithmetic if C N r for some r 0, S N and P N , where N is the set of positive integers.
By a program for a configuration algebra C we mean a function from a finite subset of S to P. Let M be the set of all programs for C. Assume 0 Ê P and let P ¦ P Ø0Ù. For any program m È M we define m s mÔsÕ if mÔsÕ is defined and m s 0 otherwise. Then C ¦ ÔC, S, P ¦ , M, 0, τ, ¥, Õ is a canonical C-machine, and any complete C-machine arises in this way, up to an isomorphism of M. Conversely, any C-machine determines a configuration algebra by forgetting M, and changing P to P ¡ 0. Thus the notions of configuration algebra and complete or canonical C-computer are equivalent. The set Ω N of all 0-finite functions plays an important role in our algebraic approach to the theory of abstract machines. A crucial fact about Ω N is that it is effectively denumerable, i.e. there is an effectively computable bijection from Ω N to N. In this paper we shall use the bijection determined by a primitive pairing.
By a primitive pairing we mean an algebra ÔN, α, β, Ö ×Õ where α, β : N N and Ö × : N ¢ N N are primitive recursive functions such that the following conditions are satisfied for any integer a, b 0:
1. αÖa, b× a.
βÖa, b× b.
3. Öαa, βa× a. 4. Ö0, 0× 0.
5. αz z and βz z for any z 0.
We shall write Öa 1 , a 2 , ..., a n × for Öa 1 , Öa 2 , Öa 3 , ..., Öa n¡1 , a n ×...×××.
Remark 4 A primitive pairing is a genoid in the category of sets in the sense
of [11] . In the following we shall fix a primitive pairing.
Suppose a is any number. For any number n define α n ÔaÕ αβ n a, which is called the n-th component of a. 
Counter Machines
A counter machine is an arithmetic C-machine satisfying the following conditions:
1. C N ¢ N, S P M N; a congruence Ôa, uÕ È C consists a number in the counter and a code u for a one-way tape.
2. τ : C N is the projection sending Ôa, uÕ to a. 3. . 
5.
OÔa, uÕ ÔuÕ 0 . Thus a counter machine reduces to a single primitive recursive function ¥ : N ¢ C C such that 0 ¥ Ôa, uÕ Ôa, uÕ for any configuration Ôa, uÕ.
Applying Theorem 1 to a counter machine we have the following Theorem 7 If C is a counter machine then any C-computable function is recursive.
We define two types of counter machines (see [1] For the unlimited register machine (URM) defined in [2] there are four classes of instructions: ZÔnÕ, SÔnÕ, T Ôm, nÕ and JÔm, n, qÕ with m, n, q 1. A finite list P I 1 , ..., I d of these instructions constitutes a program for URM. Define codeÔZÔnÕÕ 4Ôn ¡ 1Õ 1, coedÔSÔnÕÕ 4Ôn ¡ 1Õ 2, codeÔT Ôm, n, ÕÕ 4Öm¡1, n¡1× 3 and codeÔJÔm, n, qÕÕ 4Öm¡1, n¡1, q ¡1× 4. The code for a URM-program P is codeÔP Õ ÖcodeÔI 1 Õ, ..., code d ÔI d Õ, 0×, corresponding to a program for URCM. Clearly the programs P and codeÔP Õ compute the same partial function. Thus any URM-computable function is URCM-computable. It is proved in [2] that any recursive partial function is URM-computable, thus is also URCM-computable. The same arguments also apply to ACM (see [1] ).
From these results and Theorem 1 we obtain Corollary 9 URCM and ACM are universal machines (cf. Theorem 2).
Turing Machine
The Turing configuration machine (TCM) is an arithmetic C-machine defined as follows: An instruction P ¡ 1 Öq, r× consists of a state q ÔP ¡ 1Õ 0 and the code r βÔP ¡1Õ for an act on the tape. The acts R, L, S a will be coded as 0, 1, a 2 respectively.
Formally we define ¥ as follows: 
Corollary 12 T CM is a universal machine (cf. Theorem 2).

